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Oral History as Dialogue: Capacity and Peace-Building in Okinawa

The Okinawa Memory Initiative is an intergenerational oral history project exploring

connections between WWII memory and conflicting forces of militarization and peace

activism in present day Okinawa, Japan. This presentation will consider the dialogic and

capacity-building potential of oral history in a setting where a core transgenerational

memory and its lessons. Firsthand experience of the 1945 Battle of Okinawa, a

transformative event that killed more than 100,000 Okinawans and leveled their cities,

landscapes, and major sociocultural sites, is now jeopardized by the graying of

survivors.

Today, 72 years after the battle, almost 20% of Okinawa is still occupied by the U.S.

military, and the battle and its legacy of occupation are mobilized in very different ways,

ranging from expanding U.S. military presence in a time of rising East Asian tensions to

grassroots nonviolent opposition to militarization of Okinawan land and resources for

war. The project operates as a point of dialogue, featuring interviews with people on all

sides debating the definition of meaningful peace in the present and connecting it to

memory of war and occupation.

The Memory Initiative is sourced not only through interviews by project leaders, but

through supporting oral history training of Okinawan, American, and Japanese

students of Okinawan history, who in turn form interview teams and expand project

reach. In this way, the venture both documents essential narratives in the face of

demographic change, amplifying local issues, and serves as community-building

venture, connecting young interviewers with their elders and building in oral history as

a pedagogical toolkit with pilot groups at our partner institutions.

My presentation will lay out both the methodological and ethical aspects of this

commitment, exploring the possibilities of oral history as an intergenerational dialogue

and as a process of dialogue and debate about peace-building.
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Memories of forcedmigration after theWW II and family memory

More than three millions of people of German origin were forcibly transferred after

World War II from Czechoslovakia, 200 000 German inhabitants could stay. The

event/process of forced migration significantly affected both Germans from

Czechoslovakia who migrated and were forced after the migration to adapt themselves

to a new social surroundings and to integrate themselves into a new society, that

largely considered them to be "unwanted", and also Germans who "remained" – they

also had to adapt themselves to completely different conditions, to react to

transformation of their lived area caused by departure of their close family, friends,

neighbours, and arrival of new inhabitants.

In my paper I will focus on memories on forced migration of the oldest generation

("generation of experience" – Erlebnisgeneration) and on ways of their transmission.

The paper is based on oral-history interviews with four three generation families in

Germany and in the Czech Republic (with both families of Germans forcibly transferred

from Czechoslovakia and of Germans living in the Czech Republic).

Family memory I see as a memory related to a distinctive social frame. I would like not

only to identify principal contents of the family memory and their possible divergences

across three generations and within two chosen groups but also to analyse

mechanisms and strategies of contents transmission and transformation of meanings of

these contents in intergenerational family passing down ("negotiating the past"). I am

also interested in it how these contents could be put into the context of discourses that

are created about the past in the level of elites of these groups and nation-states. I

suppose the research including these two chosen groups offers a possibility of multiple

comparisons.
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Remilitarization experienced from below

During the Cold War, Estonia was turned into a giant military base due to its openness

to the sea and the west. When the Soviet troops withdrew in the early 1990s, the newly

restored Estonian state inherited over 1,560 military objects in about 800 different

locations. While numerous facilities have been dismantled or put into new civilian uses

since, others continue to be used by the Estonian armed forces and yet others are in the

process of being remilitarized. This is because of the aggressive and unpredictable

conduct of the Russian Federation that has led NATO to deploy its troops in the Baltic

States and Poland. In some cases, NATO forces and equipment are stationed in facilities

initially constructed by and for the Soviet troops.

This paper seeks to understand this ongoing process of remilitarization from the

perspective of the local civilian population. The focus is on one particular rural

settlement adjacent to a former Soviet military airfield that was recently upgraded into

a state-of-the-art NATO air base. Drawing on interviews, participant observation and

memoirs, the presentation asks how residents of this multiethnic and multicultural

place make sense of and experience the renewed and layered military presence in their

home turf, and vice versa: how living side by side the (foreign) military has shaped

locals' relationships to places and people they consider their own.

By means of tackling the habitual and the communal, interethnic encounters and

experiences of belonging, this presentation seeks to contribute to folkloristic

(re-)thinking of community, asking what is to be gained – and lost – from (not) reaching

for the label "community" in our attempts to make sense of conflicts of various kinds.
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Difficult navigation: dealing with dividedmemories in post-genocide Rwanda

The paper deals with questions raised during the course of a three-year oral history

project on the Christian churches' divided memories of the genocide against the Tutsi

in Rwanda. Because of attitudes considered as ambiguous before and during the

genocide, many Christian churches struggle to find their place in post-genocide

Rwanda. There has been times when the relationship between church and state was

very tense. Some church-linked political opponents, especially outside Rwanda, tend to

minimize or even deny the reality of the genocide against the Tutsi.

The main investigator is a South African academic who has been associated with

Rwanda and Burundi for many years. So far more than forty interviews have been

conducted with Rwandans living in Rwanda, with Rwandans in exile and with

missionaries and other expatriates in Europe or in South Africa. Some are survivors of

the genocide or are known as 'Justes' (people who helped potential victims to escape

death). Others left Rwanda after the genocide and spent time in camps in Goma or

elsewhere. All have been and remain traumatized however resilient they might be. The

post-genocide conflicts and wars, inside and outside Rwanda, complicate the memory

process. Time and space are important factors in this respect. Different layers of

memories are superimposed.

How does one conduct oral history interviews in such a complex environment? Is it

possible to listen to competing and sometimes contradictory stories without being

confused and vicariously traumatized? How does one do justice to the genocide

against the Tutsi, one of the most horrific episodes ever happened in human history,

while acknowledging serious human rights violations on the other side? The paper will

try and give tentative answers to these questions on the basis of the experience gained

during the research process.
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